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Abstract. 
People are facing severe challenges posed by big data. As an important type of the               
online text, product reviews have evoked much research interest because of their            
commercial potential. This thesis takes Amazon camera reviews as the research focus            
and implements an automatic keyphrase extraction system. The system consists of           
three modules, including the Crawler module, the Extraction module, and the Web            
module. The Crawler module is responsible for capturing Amazon product reviews.           
The Web module is responsible for obtaining user input and displaying the final             
results. The Extraction module is the core processing module of the system, which             
analyzes product reviews according to the following sequence: (1) Pre-processing of           
review data, including removal of stop words and segmentation. ( 2) Candidate           
keyphrase extraction. Through the Spacy part-of speech tagger and Dependency          
parser, the dependency relationships of each review sentence are obtained, and then            
the feature and opinion words are extracted based on several predefined dependency            
rules. (3) Candidate keyphrase clustering. By using a Latent Dirichlet Allocation           
(LDA) model, the candidate keyphrases are clustered according to their topics . ( 4)            
Candidate keyphrase ranking. Two different algorithms, LDA-TFIDF and LDA-MT,         
are applied to rank the keyphrases in different clusters to get the representative             
keyphrases. The experimental results show that the system performs well in the task             
of keyphrase extraction. 
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1.Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The volume of web content is increasing rapidly with the development of information             
technology. Nowadays people can create tremendous amounts of data every day in all             
kinds of forms, for example, news, articles, advertisements, and reviews. As it is             
known that humankind is entering into a new era of Big Data, it is not difficult to                 
realize how data is changing our lives. For example, in 2009 Google successfully             
predicted the diffusion regions of the H1N1 virus a few weeks before it hit the               
headlines. They made several correlation models based on user search queries, and the             
results turned out to be even more timely than official announcements [1]. However,             
public health is not the only area where big data can make a difference: other               
industries like education and engineering are progressively focusing on the research           
of big data as well.  

 

Big data is bringing significant convenience to people’s work and life. Donald Trump             
posted a tweet on Twitter, and a second later millions of Twitter users knew what he                
said. Companies like Google provide people with an easier way to search for             
information on the internet. From push services of mobile applications, people can            
always acquire worldwide news immediately.  

 

Although big data is changing the world, the massive amount of information that             
people are creating every day make it challenging to process manually. The first             
problem is the limit of processing speed. Some real-time data need to be processed              
directly; otherwise, it would be no longer useful. For example, in the case of stock               
data, a decision made on a piece of old stock data will probably lead to a huge loss.                  
Besides, human resources are no longer sufficient for handling the growing amount of             
data. As reported by David Sayce [3], around 52 million tweets were produced every              
day in 2016. Such a volume of data is impossible for people to process. Moreover,               
although the amount of data is getting larger, valuable data only occupies a small              
fraction of the whole, hidden among other useless data.  

 

Data mining was born to solve the above-mentioned problems. Data mining aims to             
quickly find the potential knowledge and possible correlations inside a data source,            
which can facilitate people to solve problems in different fields. 
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One crucial area of big data, online product reviews, requires more attention as “90%              
of consumers read online reviews before visiting a business, and 88% of consumers             
trust online reviews as much as personal recommendations” [4]. Currently there are            
quite many e-commerce companies around the world. Amazon, which started as an            
online bookstore in 1995, has now become one of the most popular e-commerce             
companies in the world providing an extensive range of goods. In 2014, Amazon             
received 334,605 reviews per month [5]. Such a large number of reviews provides a              
good reason for review analysis. 

1.2 Web Mining 

With the rapid growth of the web, an increasing amount of web data can be easily                
accessed. There are more than 1 billion websites in the world wide web and the               
number is still growing [6]. Unlike traditional resource formats such as books or             
expert advice, web data is much easier to acquire and utilize. Seeing the potential              
value of web data, many researchers have started to focus on web mining.  

 

Nowadays, the problem that web data analysis faces is with too much available data              
rather than too little: the volume of web data and the widely scattered locations of the                
data is what makes comprehensive analysis difficult. However, web mining          
techniques can be used to classify web documents, extract document topics, and            
analyze user behaviour. With the help of web mining techniques the users can gather              
information comfortably and efficiently. In addition, web mining can help to optimize            
website structure and to provide personalized service based on user behavior. 

 

Web mining aims to discover and extract valuable information from various web data             
[7]. However, different from general data mining which is usually applied on database             
data, web data mining needs to deal with more unstructured data such as text in               
natural language, which is difficult for a machine to understand [8]. Besides, web data              
has a lot of noise. A lot of noise meaning content unrelated to the intended goal of the                  
data mining. That noise can be an advertisement, an irrelevant information in header             
and footer, or even user-generated data unrelated to the data mining goal, which can              
all complicate web mining. 

 

There are three different types of web data: web hyperlinks, page contents, and usage              
logs. Accordingly, web data mining can be divided into three subtasks: web structure             
mining, web usage mining and web content mining [7].  
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Web structure commonly refers to web hyperlink structure [7]. A typical web page             
contains not only the text content, but also many page links. When trying to estimate               
the importance of each web page, the information hidden behind these links can be              
utilized to increase the estimated importance of the web pages. The basic concept is              
that, a web page that is more referred to by other web pages has more importance.                
Therefore, mining web structure information becomes very useful. Google’s Pagerank          
is one of the most famous techniques in this area. It can rank subparts of large web                 
pages based on their internal hyperlink structures, providing accurate searching results           
to users from all over the world. 

 

Web usage data refers to the records of user interaction with a web site [7]. By                
studying user access logs, the system will learn the interests and habits of the              
individual user to predict future user action. Besides the server side log, the client side               
log, transaction information, and cookies can also be useful for mining. A            
recommendation system is a typical application which utilizes the user browsing           
history to estimate user preference. 

 

Web content includes text, audio, image and anything that can be displayed on a web               
page [7]. Web text has various types of content with a corresponding variety of layout               
and formatting, such as news, reviews, articles, and blogs. The massive amount of             
web text is a substantial mineable resource, in fact, a lot of studies [9, 10, 11, 12] have                  
been done on this area in the past twenty years.  

 

The general tasks of web text mining include, for example, summarizing, classifying,            
clustering and association analysis, the results of which can be further utilized to             
develop higher level systems. For example, Andranik Tumasjan [13] used LIWC, a            
text analysis software on the Twitter corpus and proved that Twitter is a valuable              
resource for predicting election results.  

 

A common task of web image mining is image retrieval, that is, to to detect a                
user-intended image from tremendous web image resource based on user input. An            
early study [14] developed an image search system in which the user needed to select               
several example images and then the system returned the most similar image results.             
A recent study [15] reported a higher precision in image retrieval based on a 2D affine                
transformation between the user query and candidate images. For audio mining, an            
important task is the ‘query-by-humming’ proposed by Asif Ghias [16] in 1995.            
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Nowadays, this problem has well-performing solutions that have been applied to           
many music applications such as Midomi  and Shazam . 1 2

 

As an essential part of web content, online product reviews have received a lot of               
research attention recently. Meanwhile, the phrase “review mining” has become          
widely used. Review mining, which is also called opinion mining, aims to extract             
critical consumer opinion towards a product from massive unstructured review texts.           
In this respect, researchers such as Hu and Liu [9] as well as Pang and Lee [17] have                  
made significant contributions to review mining. This thesis will also focus on the             
analysis of product reviews. The next section will talk about the significance of             
review mining.  

1.3 Significance of Review Mining 

A problem of offline shopping is that many companies use advertising or hire             
salespeople in order to attract customers. However, customers are easily misled by            
these advertisements because they may not reflect the true quality of the product. On              
the other hand, some well-performing products that are not prominently advertised           
can also be easily ignored by customers. Another problem is that companies tend to              
produce several similar products trying to satisfy different types of customers, thus it             
is more difficult to judge whether a product meets one’s specific needs. In addition,              
some products may have drawbacks that can only be realized after using it for a short                
period, increasing the risk of making a purchase without any advice. 

 

However, e-commerce as a flourishing industry is changing the way that people are             
used to live. Different from traditional shopping mode, online shopping greatly           
enhances the information exchanging among consumers, and it allows consumers to           
shop anywhere at anytime. One of the most famous e-commerce companies in the             
world is Amazon.  

 

Figure 1 is a typical camera product page of Amazon and Figure 2 shows some of the                 
reviews of the camera. As shown in the figures, when browsing the web page, people               
can quickly acquire both the detailed information of the product and the experience of              
other consumers. With the popularization of e-commerce, today lots of consumers           
prefer to check reviews online before they decide to buy a product. As reported by               

1 https://www.midomi.com/  
 
2 https://www.shazam.com/  
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Khalid Saleh [18], 90% of the consumers read online reviews before making a             
decision.  

 

The significance of analyzing product reviews has become increasingly apparent,          
which can be seen from two aspects. From the consumer’s perspective, the comments             
from other consumers are very important and valuable, because mostly those           
comments contain the user experience of the product, which can be taken as quite              
good advice to support decision making. From the manufacturer's perspective, the           
reviews also reveal the quality of the product. By gathering the consumers’ reviews             
the manufacturer will know how to improve the product quality, thus increasing the             
sales and gaining more profit. Besides, by analyzing reviews in different time periods,             
the manufacturer can get a good vision of the market trends, helping them to make a                
good self-positioning.  

 

Figure 2 shows that the camera has over 1000 reviews, and there are several such               
products. Facing such a number of reviews, reading them one by one is impossible.              
Therefore, it is necessary to apply data mining techniques on the reviews and to              
transfer the unstructed texts into organized knowledge, making it easier for people to             
catch the key information.  

 

                 

    Figure 1. Camera product page                        Figure 2. Camera product reviews 
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An online product review has two kinds of data: review texts and ratings. Some              
websites such as Thinkgeek only support text reviews, while more of the sites             3

support both text review and rating, such as Amazon, BestBuy , and AOSO . The             4 5

combination of text and rating make the reviews more explicit so that customers can              
quickly get an impression of the product. However, different persons have different            
opinions. As for products, customers may have different requirements on different           
product aspects. Taking mobile phones as an example, some customers are in favor of              
a large screen, whereas others may think a large screen as a defect because it cannot                
fit in the pocket. The overall rating cannot describe a product very well in detail.               
Hence, instead of overall rating, a fine-grained method is needed to extract the             
information accurately and precisely. 

 

Given the above, this thesis takes product reviews as the research target, conducts a              
study around the collection of review data, the extraction of the opinions and the              
ranking of the results. This thesis aims to develop a robust system which can assist               
people in their decision making as well as reveal the potential improvements in             
product design. 

1.4 Research Question 

The purpose of this thesis is to develop an effective system to analyze product              
reviews. Due to their large quantity and reasonable quality, this thesis takes Amazon             
reviews as the data domain. Also, Amazon review pages are clearly structured, which             
makes them easier to crawl and analyze. First, a collection of Amazon product             
reviews will be crawled from the internet and stored into a local database. Then, some               
relevant techniques will be applied to the review data and the expected output is a list                
of keyphrases. Finally, the results will be compared and evaluated. Therefore, the            
research aims to answer the following questions: 

  

1. How to define appropriate patterns to extract the candidate keyphrases from           
product reviews? 

2. How to select representative keyphrases and make sure they are semantically           
different? 

3 https://www.thinkgeek.com/ 
 
4 https://www.bestbuy.com/  
 
5 https://www.asos.com/ 
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1.5 Research Task 

This thesis focuses on the mining of Amazon reviews. Given all the reviews of a               
single product, the proposed algorithm is expected to summarize the reviews into            
several keyphrases. These keyphrases should consist of nouns and adjectives or nouns            
and verbs in the order of importance. Adverbs are optional. To achieve the goal,              
several natural language processing (NLP) techniques will be applied to the review            
text. Statistical characteristics of the words are often utilized when extracting feature            
words and opinion words. Statistical characteristics include TF (Term Frequency),          
IDF (Inverse Document Frequency), first occurrence and length. Such features are           
easy to acquire. However, they have some limitations in more complex tasks. Thus,             
semantic information of the word is also needed to overcome the problem, which             
normally includes POS (part-of-speech), synonym and dependency relations.  
 
In this thesis, a review analysis system will be developed to summarize the product              
reviews. In the system, keyphrases are extracted by several dependency rules. Spacy            6

will be used to parse the text and reveal the dependency relations of review sentences.               
After getting the candidates set, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) will be employed to             
cluster the candidate keyphrases to ensure the results are semantically independent.           
For each cluster, the system will calculate the score of each keyphrase using             
LDA-TFIDF and LDA-MT separately. Keyphrases with the highest score will be           
selected as representative tags for the product. In this thesis, reviews from two camera              
products will be analyzed in the experiment, include Kodak PIXPRO AZ251 and            
Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-RX100. 

1.6 Thesis structure 

The thesis will answer the above questions in the following chapters. Chapter 2             
presents a literature review on the area of review mining is presented. Chapter 3              
introduces the methods and techniques that are employed in the process of keyphrase             
extraction. Chapter 4 performs a detailed evaluation of the proposed system. Chapter            
5 mainly introduces the design and implementation of the keyphrase extraction           
system. Chapter 6 summarizes the thesis, and suggests some potential improvements           
in future work. 
 

 

 

 

6 https://spacy.io 
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2. Literature Review on Review Mining  

This chapter reviews some relevant studies on review mining. According to the            
general procedure of review mining, this chapter summarizes the relevant researches           
for each step. In addition, several famous review mining systems are introduced at the              
end of this chapter. 

2.1 Procedure of Review Mining 

Similar to data mining, review mining has several sub-tasks. Popescu and Etzioni [19]             
define four general steps of review mining:1) Extract product features. 2) Identify            
opinion words related to features. 3) Calculate polarity of opinions. 4) Summarize and             
rank the results.  

 

Figure 3 describes the processes in a flow chart. However, in this thesis, steps 1,2 and                
4 are mainly focused on because the purpose of this thesis is to identify keyphrases               
which can summarize the reviews. However, the polarity information will also be            
involved in the results. In addition, a brief literature review of data collection will also               
be performed. 

                                

  Figure 3. A framework of product review mining, interpreted from the description of 
Popescu and Etzioni [19] into a figure by the author of this thesis. 

2.1.1 Data Collection 

As the first step of data mining, data collection is always a crucial and necessary               
procedure. Nowadays, there are plenty of public datasets online for research use, such             
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as SNAP [20], a colossal Amazon review dataset including around 35 million            
reviews, and OpinRank [21], which contains cars and hotels reviews collected from            
Tripadvisor and Edmunds . Such datasets can be acquired quickly, eliminating the           7 8

need to obtain data separately. For example, Ling et al. [22] use SNAP dataset to               
develop their recommender system, and Zhang et al. [23] use Yelp dataset in their              
experiment. 

 

However, most of these datasets are lacking maintenance and update, which means            
the data in them might be out of date. Therefore, more researchers choose to collect               
their own data to ensure the data quality.  

 

In general, the collecting of the data is done by a system called web crawler. For                
single-format and straightforward data, the crawler can be very lightweight. Hu and            
Liu [9], Kasper and Vela [24], and Owsley and Sood [25] collected the reviews by a                
customized web crawler, and then they stored the data in a local database. For large               
scale, multi-format data, a more comprehensive and sophisticated crawler has to be            
developed. In this respect, Myllymäki [26] developed an XML based system ANDES,            
which can crawl relevant websites through a seed website and then extract            
domain-specific content from massive HTML structures. Chau and Pandit [27]          
proposed a parallel mining model, in their model a central server controls the mining              
task queue and assigns the tasks to different agents. The agent then executes the              
function in multithreading. They tested their model on an online auction website and             
greatly reduced the processing time. Similarly, Cheng [28] divided the large scale data             
mining task into several small jobs, and then ran them in parallel on different servers               
to improve efficiency. 

 

Since the data of this thesis is only a small amount of Amazon product reviews, a                
customized web crawler is enough to accomplish the task. In Chapter 3, detailed             
information on the review collection process will be presented.  

2.1.2 Feature Extraction 

In most e-commerce websites, the product page often contains a short product            
description from the manufacturer. However, this kind of explanation is not a suitable             
resource for review mining, although it may involve information about product           
features. The reason is, manufacturers may have different concerns about product           
features from the consumers. Some electronic manufacturers like to provide          

7 https://www.tripadvisor.com  
 
8 https://www.edmunds.com/ 
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information on technical details. For example, mobile phone manufacturers will          
probably focus on describing the clock speed of the processor, while most of the              
consumers are more concerned about the running speed when having a lot of             
applications installed. In addition, the manufacturer's description of the product is not            
complete. Some product features mentioned in user reviews are not taken into account             
by the manufacturer. Thus extracting the features from reviews is indeed necessary. 

 

Product feature extraction is a crucial process of review mining. It aims to extract the               
product aspects which the consumers made comments on. Features are usually in the             
forms of nouns or noun phrases. Yi and Niblack [29] believe a feature must meet one                
of the following three conditions: 1) It has to be a part of the given subject. 2) It has to                    
be an attribute of the given subject. 3) It has to be an attribute of a part of the given                    
subject. Taking mobile phones as an example, the screen is a product feature; it is a                
part of the phone. The price is also a feature; it is an attribute of the phone. The image                   
quality is a feature; it is an attribute of the phone camera, which is a part of the phone.  

 

Product features can be divided into explicit features and implicit features [9]. As             
their names suggest, explicit features refer to the features that are explicitly mentioned             
in a sentence, while implicit features refers to the features that are not directly              
mentioned in a sentence. Implicit features can only be recognized after a deep-level             
understanding of the text. The following two review sentences are extracted from            
Amazon: 

 

          “I LOVE this camera - easy operation, great pictures. fantastic price. ” 

          “It's small enough to throw in my purse and easy to use.” 

 

In the first sentence, it is easy to know that words “operation”, “pictures” and “price”               
are explicit features. In the second sentence, there is no such noun or noun phrase that                
could be taken as a feature. Only after understanding the whole sentence, it can be               
inferred that the author is talking about the size of the camera. 

 

There are two ways of extracting explicit features, which are the manual definition             
and automatic extraction. The manual definition is to set up a feature vocabulary for              
products from a specific area. In the respect, Zhuang et al. [30] defined several classes               
(screenplay, character design, vision effects, actor and actress, etc.) for movie features            
by observing the reviews from IMDB, and then used a statistical method to determine              
the movie feature set.  
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Blair et al. [31] used a combinational approach of manual definition and automatic             
extraction to extract the features from local service reviews. They defined four            
features (food, decor, service, value) for restaurants and five features (rooms, location,            
dining, service, value) for hotels. For each feature set, they merged them with             
auto-extracted features to improve the overall accuracy of feature extraction.  

 

Yao et al. [32] developed a supervised review mining system for automobiles based             
on a manually created ontology base. Their system comprehensively analyzed the           
opinions towards different features of a single car as well as a single feature from               
different cars.  

 

Kobayashi et al. [33] also developed a semi-automatic system for collecting opinion            
expressions from game and automobile reviews. Given three manually selected seed           
sets of subjects (products), attributes (features) and values (opinions), their system can            
extract the evaluative expressions based on predefined co-occurrence patterns.         
However, a human judge is still needed to evaluate the expressions in the final step. 
 

However, there are some drawbacks in the manual definition of the product feature.             
Firstly, with the rapid growth of the world economy, the variety of products is also               
increasing quickly, which means manual definition becomes especially unrealistic to          
cover all the product categories. Secondly, the manufactures often need to update their             
product design according to market research, while the manually defined features           
remain outdated, leading to inaccurate results of the system. Meanwhile, different           
domain experts are needed to create domain-specific features, which brings a           
considerable cost of time and money. 

 

Automatic product feature extraction mainly employs the natural language processing          
techniques such as part-of-speech tagging, syntactic analysis and document pattern of           
words. Given a sentence, automatic feature extraction can locate the feature words            
based on some restrictions and predefined rules. Both supervised approach and           
unsupervised approach can be used to accomplish the task. 

 

For supervised learning, Hu and Liu [34] manually labeled feature words that occur in              
the reviews. For convenience they separated the sentence into 3-gram segments and            
saved the segments in a transaction file. They then applied association rule mining             
[35] on the file to acquire common patterns, which can be used to identify possible               
features in new reviews.  
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Kessler et al. [36] focused on finding the semantic relationships between feature            
words and opinion words. They annotated both features and opinions in a dataset of              
car and digital camera reviews. Supervised machine learning was employed to rank            
possible features linked to an opinion word. Their algorithm yields a precision of             
0.748 and recall of 0.654, and both are higher than the baseline algorithm, which was               
proposed by Bloom et al. [37] in 2007. Supervised approaches usually perform well             
on review mining, yet one disadvantage is the need for manual labeling in advance.  

 

For unsupervised learning, Hu and Liu [9] applied POS tagging on review sentences             
and saved the noun/noun phrase in a transaction file. An association miner [38] was              
again used on the file to extract frequent features. Compactness pruning and            
redundancy pruning were also used to filter the result. The system can also identify              
infrequent features by checking if opinion words exist in the same sentence. Their             
system can extract the features from multi-domain reviews.  

 

Kim and Hovy [12] employed a semantic role labeling approach to extract the topic              
(feature) and opinion holder from a sentence. Firstly, opinion words were extracted            
from the sentence, and a frame class was assigned to the sentence based on FrameNet               
data. They then labeled the sentence fragments with their semantic roles using a             
statistical method. A mapping between the semantic roles with opinion holder and            
topic (feature) was created manually to identify the feature and holder of the given              
opinion word. Their system yields an average precision of 0.618 on topic (feature)             
extraction, which is much higher than the baseline, which yields only 0.179.            
However, their system depends a lot on the external corpus, causing a risk of              
unstableness in future development.  

 

On top of the Know-it-all system [39], Popescu et al. [19] developed an unsupervised              
review mining system called OPINE. Given an input of product class and predefined             
rule templates, the system can extract candidate features based on the rules. To             
improve the extraction accuracy, PMI (Point-wise Mutual Information) score, which          
depends on the hit counts from web searching, is calculated for each of the candidates               
to check the probability of it being a feature of the given product class. Their system                
receives a 22% higher precision over Hu and Liu’s algorithm on the same dataset,              
while only has a 3% lower recall. However, since calculating PMI will consume a lot               
of time, their system is not suitable for large dataset mining.  

 

Implicit features do not show explicitly in the sentence and are difficult to extract by               
machine. One concept to extract implicit features is to take it as a follow-up task of                
explicit feature extraction, which was used by Hu and Liu [34] in their system. In the                
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training set, if there is no feature word, they tag the opinion word and create a                
mapping between the opinion word to an assumptive feature word. By checking the             
mapping, the system can detect implicit features in new data. However, this approach             
needs human intervention and is difficult to adapt to a new domain.  

 

Similarly, Hai et al. [40] used a co-occurrence association rule mining to find implicit              
features. First, they collected opinion words with corresponding explicit features and           
tried to find rules between them. Then for those opinion words without any feature              
words they used the rules to assign the most suitable feature words to them.  

 

Qiu et al. [41] proposed a topic modeling based implicit feature extraction method.             
They regard product features as topics, and each word under one topic is a              
feature-related opinion word. In their concept, opinion words are not restricted to            
adjectives, but can be nouns or verbs too. However, implicit feature extraction still             
faces a lot of challenges. This thesis will only extract explicit features with related              
opinions. 

2.1.3 Opinion Extraction 

Opinion word refers to the word which the author uses to express her/his feeling about               
a product feature. Some researchers extract opinion words utilizing an opinion words            
dictionary. For example, Zhuang et al. [30] selected top 100 positive words and             
negative words with the highest frequency from their labeled training data and took             
these opinion words as the seed set. To find unobserved opinion words in training              
data, they iterated through WordNet and found the words with at least one seed word               9

existing in their synsets, and then added these words into final opinion words list.              
Finally, they extracted the opinion words based on the opinion words list. Ku et al.               
[42] tried to create a Chinese opinion words dictionary for news and blogs. They first               
collected the opinion words from GI (General Inquirer) and CNSD (Chinese           10

Network Sentiment Dictionary) and then took these words as the seed set. They then              11

expanded the opinion words by searching for their synonyms in CiLin (TongYiCiLin)            
[43] and BOW (Academia Sinica Bilingual Ontological Wordnet) . Lastly, they          12

calculated a polarity score for each word based on a positive formula and a negative               
formula.  
 

9 https://wordnet.princeton.edu/  
 
10 http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/ 
 
11 http://134.208.10.186/WBB/EMOTION_KEYWORD/Atx_emtwordP.htm 
 
12 http://bow.sinica.edu.tw/ 
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Another approach to opinion word extraction is to discover the relations between            
feature words and opinion words. By observing the reviews, Hu and Liu [9] find that               
opinion words usually occur near to the feature word. According to this observation,             
they collected the opinion words by checking if adjectives exist near the feature word.              
For example, in the review “The appearance of this phone is good.”, they first locate               
the feature word “appearance” and then find the nearest adjective “good”. This            
approach is easy to implement, however, it only considers adjectives as opinion            
words, ignoring that some verbs and adverbs can also express the author’s attitude.             
For example, in the review “I love this phone.”, the word “love” indicates the              
semantic orientation too.  
 
Inspired by Hu and Liu’s work, Popescu et al. [19] manually defined ten dependency              
relations between feature words and opinion words based on the parsed result from             
the MINIPAR parser. Their algorithm can detect not only adjective opinion words            13

but also the noun and verb opinion words. However, opinion words that do not meet               
the rules will not be detected from the reviews.  
 
In another paper proposed by Hu and Liu [44], they focused on analyzing the reviews               
in the form of “pros” and “cons”. Such kind of reviews commonly occur in the               
Amazon website. They developed a supervised method to mine the CSRs (Class            
Sequence Rules) from labeled reviews. The rules can then be used to identify feature              
words and opinion words in reviews.  
 
Feng et al. [45] extracted the feature-opinion pairs based on some dependency relation             
rules. They first parsed the review text using Stanford Dependency Parser , and then             14

extracted the word pairs with three common dependency relations, including          
adjectival modifier (amod), nominal subject (nsubj) and direct object (dobj).          
Likewise, their algorithm can also detect verb opinion words.  
 
Yi et al. [46] designed a system for review mining, which is called SA (Sentiment               
Analyzer). SA first extract feature words from review sentences, and then obtains the             
ternary expressions in the form of <target, verb, source> as well as binary expressions              
in the form of <adjective, target>. By using several external sentiment lexicons, the             
system can calculate the polarity of each expression.  

2.1.4 Clustering 

Unlike most studies that have been made on product reviews, this thesis does not              
focus on sentiment analysis or polarity classification, but on exploring the central            

13 https://gate.ac.uk/releases/gate-7.0-build4195-ALL/doc/tao/splitch17.html  
 
14 https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/stanford-dependencies.shtml  
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ideas of the review. The advantage of doing this is that people can have a quick                
overview of the product, knowing what other consumers were concerned about and            
how the product aspects are viewed by most consumers.  
 
Product reviews could have a lot of features such as shape, size, color, quality, and               
cost-effectiveness. Different consumers have different considerations for each feature.         
Therefore, reviews need to be automatically clustered and grouped into different           
categories to reflect more detailed aspect-level information of the product. For           
example, taking hotel reviews as an example, users' reviews of a hotel mainly focus              
on "price", "service", "comfort", "location", etc. The most efficient way to summarize            
the product is to put each review or review fragment into the corresponding categories              
according to its semantic information so that consumers can get faster access to useful              
information. 
 
This process aims to ensure the final keyphrases cover more information and do not              
overlap. For review mining, an important observation is that when people comment            
on product aspects, they tend to use similar words [9]. Therefore, clustering the             
candidate phrases based on product aspects is reasonable. Opinions from different           
consumers will be clustered together if they comment on the same product aspect. A              
sorting process can then be made for each cluster to select the representative tags of               
the product.  
 
The easiest way to cluster the features is through a simple string matching process.              
Miao et al. [47] grouped similar feature words by using domain knowledge. For             
example, they think “battery” should be grouped into “battery life”, and “picture”            
should be grouped into “picture quality”. Another approach [48] is to stem the words              
and to check if a feature is a subset of another feature. The disadvantage of this                
approach is that it can not classify different feature words that are semantically             
similar, such as “price” and “cost”. To solve this problem, more advanced algorithms             
are needed. 
 
When clustering keyphrases, a problem is that the keyphrases are relatively short, so             
there is relatively little information for estimating statistical characteristics from the           
keyphrases. However, one solution is to use external dictionary and knowledge base            
to expand the keyphrases vocabulary, in order to enrich the semantics of keyphrases             
and thus to improve the clustering accuracy.  
 
Huang et al. [49] used Wikipedia to map keyphrases from the text to Wikipedia's              
anchors and took these anchors as the topics of the text. Then, they performed              
clustering on different texts based on their topics. 
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Similarly, Banerjee et al. [50] used Wikipedia to expand the semantics of short text.              
They used words and phrases from short text to construct the search criterias and              
queried the Wikipedia document library for the most eligible articles as a feature             
extension for the original short text.  
 
Hu et al. [51] proposed a novel short text clustering framework, which can improve              
the accuracy of clustering by extracting the internal semantics of short text along with              
associating external knowledge base and using a three-layer hierarchy method to deal            
with the sparse problem. They also adopted a Wikipedia and WordNet combined            
method to reconstruct the short text feature space. Finally, they applied K-means and             
EM algorithm to test the framework, which yields a better accuracy than the baseline              
methods. 
 
Petersen and Poon [52] studied the previous feature extension methods and found that             
using a large external knowledge base, such as Wikipedia and external dictionaries,            
will increase the difficulty of clustering as well as the time consumption. Instead, they              
chose domain-relevant texts as the background knowledge base according to the field            
of the text being processed, which largely reduces the quantity of resources needed             
compared to using Wikipedia.  
 
In addition to introducing external semantic knowledge, it is more effective to extract             
the internal semantic knowledge behind the text. In recent years, many researchers            
have applied topic modeling to the field of opinion mining to extract the topics of               
reviews. This is because a product feature can be regarded as a specific topic of the                
review text [53]. Currently, some popular models for mining internal semantic           
knowledge are as follows: Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [54], Probabilistic Latent           
Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [55] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [56].          
However, this thesis selects the LDA model to model the text. This is because the               
parameters of the LDA model are independent of the size of the corpus, so it is more                 
suitable for large-scale text mining. The details of the LDA model will be introduced              
in Chapter 3. 
 
Although traditional text mining methods have already gained extensive research,          
traditional text mining algorithms cannot model short texts well [57]. However, topic            
modeling has been widely used in NLP tasks since the beginning of this century.              
Research shows that text clustering based topic mining algorithms are able to extract             
the topics of reviews [58].  
 
In this regard, Lu et al. [59] used a probabilistic topic model to carry out the task of                  
short review mining. Based on the characteristics of product reviews and the PLSA             
model, they proposed the structured PLSA and unstructured PLSA model and added            
the predefined topics as prior knowledge, which improves the accuracy of the product             
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feature mining. The resulting topic clusters are more suitable as the basis of product              
review summarization. They tested their algorithm on customer reviews from eBay ,           15

and the experiment results show that this probabilistic topic model based review            
mining method has better performance than the traditional supervised methods, and           
has a good effect for the subsequent task of review summarization.  
 
Titov [60] uses a model for review data where the topic distribution of the whole               
review corpus is fixed, but the topic distributions of each document in the corpus              
differ. They proposed a two-layer review mining model named MG-LDA. Their           
model has good performance on clustering product features. For example, for hotel            
reviews, the model will classify “transportation” and “walk” into the category of            
“location”.  
 
Jo et al. [61] assume that each sentence in a review contains a product feature and a                 
sentiment associated with it. They proposed an ASUM (Aspect and Sentiment           
Unification Model) model, which can successfully obtain the product features and           
their corresponding sentiments, and does not need any manual annotation.  
 
Guo et al. [62] proposed a universal feature mining model for product reviews named              
mLSA (multilevel latent semantic association). The model has two-layer LaSA (latent           
semantic association) structures, the first layer maps the words into the different            
product features, and the second layer classifies the product features according to the             
context. Similarly, their model does not require manual annotation. 
 
Tu et al. [63] used a topic model to describe the review dataset, selecting the most                
representative topic words as candidate concept words. Then, the semantic          
relationships between conceptual words were extracted by using WordNet, and the           
semantic distance between conceptual words were computed. Finally, they generated          
concept classifications based on multi-level hierarchical clustering. 
 
In this thesis, LDA is used to cluster similar keyphrases. The method takes the              
candidate keyphrases from the previous step as documents and establishes the LDA            
model. The LDA model will assign a probability distribution over topics for each             
candidate keyphrase, which can be used to cluster the keyphrases into different topics. 

2.1.5 Ranking 

After getting the clusters, it is necessary to sort the keyphrases by importance. A              
traditional way is to collect the review sentences that comment on the same product              
feature and then list all the product features by frequency [9]. However, this approach              

15 https://www.ebay.com/  
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can only reveal the importance of product features, but cannot get the most important              
keyphrase under each product feature.  
 
That is to say, the traditional method assumes that all the opinion sentences that              
describe the same product feature have equal importance, which is not the case in              
reality. The more appropriate way is to set different weights for each keyphrase in the               
same group. A keyphrase with a higher weight means more consumers tend to hold              
such kind of opinion towards the corresponding product feature. By ranking the            
keyphrases, it is possible to summarize the product with respect to several product             
parameters, which could help consumers check if they meet their expectation. Also,            
product designers may have strong interests in the sorted results, which can tell what              
most consumers care about. Meanwhile, by filtering out the keyphrases with a lower             
score, the accuracy of the results can be improved. 
 
A lot of researchers have been focusing on keyword extraction and ranking. A very              
fundamental way to get keywords is to count the number of occurrences of each              
unique word in the document and take top k words with the highest frequency as               
keywords. Based on this concept, one of the most famous algorithms is TFIDF,             
proposed by Salton and Buckley [64] in 1988.  
 
TF can reflect the capacity for an individual word to describe the documents, while              
IDF can reflect the capacity for an individual word to distinguish the documents. The              
concept of TFIDF is that when a word occurs many times in one document but               
seldom occurs in other documents means this word has a strong capacity to represent              
the current document. That is to say, a word with a higher TFIDF score will be more                 
important. The drawback of TFIDF is also obvious, since it only uses the statistical              
information of words, ignoring the semantic information behind the document. 
 
Rose et al. [65] developed a rapid automatic keyword extraction method for            
individual documents. They calculated the word weight based on the word degree as             
well as the word frequency. For multiple word expressions, they calculated the            
weights by summing the members’ weights up. Their approach proved to be very             
efficient and universal. 
 
Furthermore, graph-based keyword extraction also yields considerable success [66,         
67, 68]. The basic concept is to regard the document as a word-based network.              
TextRank [66] is one of the most famous algorithms in this area. Inspired by              
PageRank, TextRank takes words as the nodes of the graph, by setting a fixed-size              
window and moving it over the document the algorithm checks if two words             
co-occurred in the window. If yes, then add an edge between these two words in the                
graph. The algorithm will output the score of each node in the graph. 
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However, the above methods can not solve the problem of this thesis properly. The              
proposed system aims to extract multiple semantically different keyphrases from the           
reviews to summarize the product. A keyphrase is defined to be in the form of               
<feature, modifier, opinion>. The methods mentioned above can only be used to            
extract keywords or adjacent keyword lists but not keyphrases, which do not meet the              
requirement. Also, the meanings of the results are likely to be overlapped. 
 
Therefore, this thesis uses two algorithms, LDA-TFIDF and LDA-MT to sort the            
keyphrases. Since the keyphrases have already been clustered in advance, we can            
assume that the semantic meanings of keyphrases from different clusters do not            
overlap.  

2.2 Overview of Review Analysis Systems 

Product review mining is one of the most popular research topic of text analysis and               
has attracted the attention of many scholars. Due to the significant application value             
of review mining in real life, a lot of mining systems have been developed during               
recent years. 
 
Dave et al. [69] developed a review mining system called “Review Seer”. Their             
system is trained by self-tagged review data, and can automatically extract the            
features and opinions from the reviews. The system also scores each product feature             
by a machine learning algorithm to classify the review sentences as positive or             
negative.  
 
Gamon et al. [70] created a system called “Pulse” which can analyze car reviews. The               
system first crawls the car reviews from the internet and creates separate collections             
for different car models. The system also embeds a sentiment classifier and a keyword              
extractor to determine the polarity of car features and reviews. 
 
Similarly, Hu and Liu [34] developed an “Opinion Observer” system. “Opinion           
Observer” is the first system to allow multi-product comparison and it also gives a              
visual representation of the results.  
 
Some researchers also focus on large-scale text analysis. “Web Fountain” [29] is such             
a system which can process various resource from internet in parallel. Two types of              
miners complete its core functions, one is entity-level miners that work on a single              
document, and the other is corpus-level miners that are used to analyze the entire              
dataset statistically. 
 
However, all these systems mentioned above are based on traditional review mining            
methods such as POS tagging, name entity recognition, etc. Moreover, most of them             
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separate feature and opinion extraction into two steps, which ignore the latent            
relationships between feature words and opinion words and thus may cause           
information loss. 
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3. Amazon Keyphrase Extraction Process 

This chapter explains the method and detailed process of Amazon review mining. In             
addition, some related technologies will be introduced. The entire data processing           
process is shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Processing flow of Amazon keyphrase extraction 

3.1 Data Collection 

3.1.1 Web Crawler 

The first and essential step is to collect product reviews. In general, non-textual             
information on Web page like pictures, as well as HTML markup commands need to              
be removed when crawling. Currently, there are three common ways to get            
information on the webpage, including browser simulating based method, open API           
based method and web crawler based method [71]. 
 
Some browser-based plug-ins can simulate the browsers to crawl data. For example,            
Chrome widget CatGate can simulate Chrome to crawl reviews from Chinese social            16

media WeiBo . However, this kind of approach is complicated to implement and is             17

not compatible with different browser kernel engines.  
 

16https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/catgate/nncgefdjnpnipajdfnindaiockdadpab?utm_source=www.crx4ch
rome.com 
 
17 https://weibo.com/ 
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Using a website’s open API to crawl reviews has become a popular approach recently.              
For example, TripAdvisor provides a public API platform for users to access their             
database. These APIs come with detailed documentation, making them         
straightforward to implement. However, the usage is subject to the limitations of the             
API provider, such as limitations on the number of visits, the accessing speed, and              
even the accessor IP. Unfortunately, Amazon does not provide such kind of open API              
for web users.  
 
Therefore, this thesis uses a web crawler to crawl the reviews from Amazon. This              
approach is relatively simple to implement. In addition, it has high flexibility and less              
restrictions, which means more comprehensive content can be obtained on different           
demands.  
 
The web crawler is used to obtain web data, which is an essential part of the search                 
engine. The web crawler starts with a collection of seed URLs, then it gets the URL                
page and analyzes the page information. After that, it extracts useful contents and             
some new URLs, and puts the new URLs in the crawling waiting queue. It repeats the                
above processes until the crawl termination condition is met or the queue becomes             
empty.  
 
This thesis uses Python to implement the crawler. Although Python is not as fast and               
stable as Java and C++, its grammar is simple to understand and there are a lot of                 
mature external libraries to be used, which can greatly reduce the development            
difficulty.  

3.1.2 Amazon Review Characteristics 

Figure 5 shows a typical review on the Amazon website.  
 

 
Figure 5. One example of Amazon review 

 
It shows that an Amazon review usually consists of several parts, including username,             
rating, review title, review date, product color (optional), verified purchases, review           
content, and helpful vote. This information can be utilized in different review mining             
tasks.  
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For example, the username can be used to track the user's behavior. Some users like to                
review the product soon after they received it, and based on this, the recommender              
system can predict user’s shopping tendency according to the purchase history.           
Review date can help manufacturers to perform market analysis. By tracking reviews            
at different periods, it is easy to discover the changes in the reviews, which is usually                
caused by a product update. The verified purchase label means the author purchased             
the product from Amazon, therefore it can help filter out false and spam reviews. 
 
The review content part is the primary focus of this thesis. It contains a detailed               
evaluation of the product, making it very significant to be analyzed.  
 
Concerning the length, a previous statistics [72] reports that the number of reviews             
that are 100-150 words is the largest, followed by the reviews of 150-200 words.              
However, the average amount of characters in a single review is about 582, which is a                
paragraph long. This also explains the importance of automatic review mining from            
another perspective, since exhaustively reading many reviews of such length will take            
a lot of time. In this thesis, the number of reviews that are 100-150 characters is also                 
the largest. However, the average length of the reviews is a bit shorter. 
 
Regarding the quality, Liu et al. [73] define an evaluation system SPEC for Amazon              
reviews, which divides reviews into four quality levels: “best review”, “good review”,            
“fair review” and “bad review”. The judging criteria include the number of            
evaluations on product features and also the clarity of evaluations. For example, “bad             
review” refers to reviews that do not evaluate any of the product features. On the               
contrary, reviews of higher quality-level have evaluated at least one product feature.            
They manually assessed 4909 Amazon's camera reviews, and the results show that            
60% of the reviews are of “fair”, “good” and “best” quality. Their statistics show that               
the Amazon camera reviews have relatively good quality, hence mining Amazon           
camera reviews is significant. 
 
Given a product URL, the Python crawler will crawl all the verified purchase reviews,              
including username, review date, review title, review content, and rating. All the            
reviews are then stored in the local database for subsequent processing.  

3.2 Feature and Opinion Extraction 

This section describes a sequence of steps to filter, lemmatize, clean, segment as well              
as perform feature and opinion extraction process for the reviews. 
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3.2.1 Preprocessing 

After getting the reviews, the first thing that must be done is preprocessing. The              
reason for doing this is that raw reviews usually contain a lot of useless information               
such as symbols, numbers, etc, which could interfere with the later steps of the feature               
extraction process. In this thesis, the data preprocessing includes two steps: First,            
detecting and filtering the spam reviews; Then, apply basic preprocessing tasks on the             
reviews, including lemmatization, data cleaning, and segmentation. The entire         
preprocessing workflow is shown Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6. Review preprocessing 

3.2.1.1 Spam Detection 

Spam denotes reviews that are irrelevant to the goal of the data mining as well as false                 
reviews. The two reviews shown in Figure 7 are the examples of spam reviews. These               
two reviews are published for different product items from different users, but their             
contents are exactly the same. Such reviews are regarded as typical spam reviews.  
 

 
Figure 7. A typical example of spam review 

 
There has been a lot of research on spam detection including detection of review              
spam. There are two kinds of detection methods that are commonly used: content             
based detection and reviewer behavior detection [74]. A typical characteristic of spam            
reviews is that they usually have high similarity. Taking advantage of this, one can              
detect spam reviews by calculating the similarity between two reviews. When the            
similarity exceeds a threshold, the reviews will be regarded as spam. The reviewer             
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behavior based method is to track the suspicious reviewers and treat all their reviews              
as spam. Suspicious behavior could be noticed by analysis of the review dates, the              
target objects, etc. However, this kind of method needs a lot of data support, which is                
not feasible in this thesis. 
 
In this thesis, a similarity-based method is used to detect spam reviews. If two or               
more reviews have identical text contents, they are considered as spam reviews. 

3.2.1.2 Lemmatization 

Applying lemmatization on the reviews can greatly improve the extraction accuracy.           
After turning all words to lowercase, this thesis uses Spacy lemmatizer to lemmatize             
each word in the review text, transforming the original word into its basic form. For               
example: 
                                   is , are, was, were → be  

phone, phones, phone’s, phones’ → phone 

3.2.1.3 Cleaning 

Cleaning mainly includes removing stop words and meaningless symbols. Stop words           
refer to those English words that do not have strong semantic content by themselves,              
such as ‘the’, ‘is’, ‘that’, ‘at’, ‘which’. Removing these words does not have an              
impact on the text analysis in this thesis, as we do not perform grammatical analysis               
of long sentences where such words could be required. On the contrary, it helps to               
reduce the vocabulary size, which will improve the efficiency of analysis.  
 
Secondly, online reviews like other informal texts could include symbols that we            
choose not to analyze in this thesis, such as emoticons, acronyms, and popular internet              
jargons. This thesis also carries on a filtration processing for these kinds of symbols. 

3.2.1.4 Segmentation 

Each review in the dataset needs to be split into sentences. This is because both the                
dependency relation analysis and the LDA model topic analysis in the subsequent            
process use sentences as the analysis unit. Therefore, this thesis splits the reviews by              
‘.’, ‘!’, ‘?’, ‘;’, ‘\n’, and then removes the sentences whose length are less than five                
characters. 

3.2.2 Pattern Extraction 

The product features include explicit features and implicit features as described in            
Section 2.1.2. However, implicit features are difficult to detect. Like other researchers            
[30, 9, 75], this thesis mainly studies the explicit features, which usually appear in the               
text in the form of nouns or noun phrases. Similar to Feng et al. [45], this thesis                 
extracts features and opinions based on dependency relation rules. The advantage of            
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this method is that it can extract features and opinions at the same time. Besides,               
features and opinions of various parts of speech can be detected, which will greatly              
improve the semantic richness.  
 
There are three steps in the pattern extraction process, as shown in Figure 8.  
 

 
Figure 8. Pattern extraction process 

3.2.2.1 Semantic Analysis 

The semantic analysis includes POS tagging and dependency relation analysis. This           
thesis uses Spacy, an integrated natural language processing library, to carry out a             
in-depth semantic analysis of the text. The prepared review sentences are passed into             
the Spacy text analysis tool as input, and using the Spacy Pos tagger, the part of                
speech of each word is detected. Then, using the Spacy dependency parser, the             
dependency relations between words can be obtained. As shown in Figure 9,            
dependency relations connect pairs of words and relation is assigned a particular label             
describing the relation type, such as "nsubj" or "compound". In the figure, Arrows are              
dependency relations, dark gray words are relation types, and colored words at the             
bottom are part of speech labels. 
 

 
Figure 9. An example of dependency relation.. 

3.2.2.2 Feature and Opinion Extraction 

By observing the dependencies from various reviews, some common dependency          
relations between feature words and opinion words can be found. These rules can be              
further used to catch feature-opinion pairs. This thesis builds three common rules in             
total. The point of using these rules is to discover these feature-opinion connections in              
complicated sentences where the feature and opinion words are not directly next to             
each other. First of all, the universal dependencies used in these rules are described in               
Table 1.  
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Universal Dependencies Description 

amod Adjectival Modifier 

advmod Adverbial Modifier 

acomp Adjectival Complement 

nsubj Nominal Subject 

neg Negation Modifier 

xcomp Open Clausal Complement 

 
Table 1. Description of universal dependencies 

 
Three rules are as follows, where f represents the feature, o represents the opinion,              
and parentheses content is optional.  
 
Rule 1: nsubjverb f + (neg) + (advmod) + acomp verb o→ →  

One example of this pattern is: 

 
Figure 10. An example of Rule 1. 

 
Rule 1 means that given a sentence where a noun or noun phrase is connected by a                 
"nsubj" relation to a verb, and the same verb is connected by an "acomp" relation to                
an adjective, with possible negation or modifiers included, the noun/noun phrase,           
modifiers, and adjective will be extracted as a feature-modifier-opinion triplet          
respectively. 
 
Rule 2: nsubjverb f + (neg) + (advmod) + advmod f o→ →  

One example of this pattern is: 
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Figure 11. An example of Rule 2. 

 
Rule 2 means that given a sentence where a noun or noun phrase is connected by a                 
"nsubj" relation to a verb, and the same verb is connected by an "advmod" relation to                
an adverb, with possible negation or modifiers included, the noun/noun phrase,           
modifiers+adverb, and verb will be extracted as a feature-modifier-opinion triplet          
respectively. 
 
Rul3 3: (neg) + (advmod) + xcomp o f→  

One example of this pattern is: 

 
Figure 12. An example of Rule 3. 

 
Rule 3 means that given a sentence where a verb is connected by a "xcomp" relation                
to an adjective, with possible negation or modifiers included, the verb, modifiers, and             
adjective will be extracted as a feature-modifier-opinion triplet respectively. 
 
In this thesis, features could be noun, noun phrase or verb. Nouns and noun phrases               
are located with the help of Spacy “doc.noun_chunk” function. The “noun_chunk”           
here refers to a noun with several words describe the noun. The verb features are               
located by POS tagging. 
 
Based on the rules above, the feature-opinion connections can be extracted and then             
added to the candidate keyphrase set. 
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3.2.2.3 Pruning 

Due to the variety of English text expressions, it is possible to extract some wrong               
feature-opinion connections by dependency relation analysis. Therefore, a pruning         
process has to be adopted.  
 
First, the pruning process calculates the occurrence of each feature-opinion pair and            
then sorts them by frequencies. Generally, the higher the frequency of a candidate             
keyphrase, the less likely it is to be a wrong one. This thesis sets a threshold for                 
candidate phrases and discards the candidates whose frequency are less than the            
threshold. The rest of the candidates have a higher chance of becoming keyphrases of              
the reviews. However, there are a lot of semantically similar near-duplicate phrases in             
the candidate set, so a clustering process is needed to obtain the final semantically              
different keyphrases.  

3.3 LDA-Based Keyphrase Clustering and Ranking.  

As described in Section 3.2, the quality of feature and opinion extraction will directly              
affect the final mining results. In general, the statistical characteristics of words are             
usually taken into account when extracting the feature words and the opinion words.             
The statistical features of words include the word term frequency (TF), the inverse             
document frequency (IDF), the first occurrence position of word, and even the length             
of the word. This kind of information is easy to acquire, but it often has some                
limitations. To obtain more accurate extraction results, semantic information of words           
should be taken into account.  
 
The semantic information of words includes attributes that describe the meaning of            
the word, such as the part of speech and synonyms. Some semantic information can              
be acquired from external resources, such as WordNet [30], Wikipedia [50], synonym            
dictionary [42] and search engines [19]. Such kinds of methods use synonyms to             
express the semantic similarity between words. On the other hand, semantic           
information can also be acquired within the document, such as dependency relations,            
part of speech and latent semantics. 
 
Topic models aim to find the latent semantic information from the text. In recent              
years, topic modeling has been widely used in various tasks related to text analytics              
and information retrieval, such as topic extraction, document clustering, and text           
classification. Topics refer to central ideas that are expressed in a document, which             
are mainly composed of some related feature words. The feature words here do not              
refer to product features, but to a group of words that usually appear together. For               
example, if an article has a topic “education”, words such as “teacher”, “textbook”,             
“student”, “scholarship” may often appear, while the words “car” or “Christmas” are            
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unlikely to appear. However, in topic models, words can belong to multiple groups             
with different levels of membership, for example because some words are related to             
multiple different central ideas. 
 
The topics found by a topic model are dependent on the corpus, which means given a                
different corpus, the hidden topics are different. Also, topics are a highly abstract and              
compressed representation of semantics in the corpus. As a formal mathematical           
definition, a topic is described as a conditional probability distribution over words            
related to the topic. The more closely a word is related to a particular latent semantic                
topic across a corpus of articles, the higher the probability will be for that word in the                 
conditional distribution of words in that topic. 
 
Due to the good mathematical foundation and flexible range of expansions of topic             
models, they were immediately paid attention by many scholars and were widely used             
in various text mining and information processing tasks. So far, a Google scholar             
search has shown that the number of references to the topic model LDA has already               
exceeded 31000. In addition, the research on LDA-based variant models is becoming            
increasingly popular, contributing to the development of topic models. 
 
The basic concept of the topic models is to locate the topics of the corpus by                
parameter estimation, and the prevalence of topics in each document and prevalence            
of words in each topic are all represented by multinomial probability distributions            
which can be used to dig the deep semantic information from the text. Currently,              
some popular models include LSI, PLSI, and LDA. However, this thesis chooses the             
LDA model, which is more flexible than other topic models such as PLSA and LSI. 
 
In this thesis, candidate keyphrases are first extracted according to the dependency            
relation rules. The candidate keyphrases are in the form of <feature, modifier,            
opinion>. Then, topic modeling was applied on the candidate keyphrases to cluster the             
keyphrases. This thesis regards one keyphrase as a document, and each document can             
have multiple topics. However, we only select the largest possible topic to cluster the              
documents. Under the concept of topic modeling, each word is generated by a specific              
topic-word distribution.  
 
It is easy to understand that the key information of a document is closely related to the                 
topics of the document, so the final results should be able to represent the topics of the                 
documents. 

3.3.1 LSI and PLSA 

LSI (Latent Semantic Indexing) is a method to define the latent semantic relations by              
using the co-occurrence information between words in a document. LSI was proposed            
mainly to solve the problem of semantic mismatch in information retrievals, such as             
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ambiguity and polysemy. LSI is not strictly a topic model because it is not a               
probabilistic generative model. LSI mainly utilize the SVD (Singular Value          
Decomposition) to decompose the document-word matrix to to a product of low rank             
matrices, which can significantly reduce the dimensions of document representation. 
 
In LSI model, all the documents in the corpus are represented by a document-term              
matrix A with M rows and N columns, M means the number of entries in the                
dictionary, and N indicates the number of documents in the corpus. Each row of              
matrix A represents one word, and each column represents one document. An            
example is shown in Figure 13. 

 
Figure 13. LSI document-term matrix 

 
Here a_ij is the weighted word frequency (e.g., TF/IDF) of word i that appears in               
document j. Obviously, for a large corpus, the dimensions of matrix A will become              
very high. However, by using SVD matrix, A can be decomposed into three low              
dimensional matrices, which can be represented as A=TSDT. T is a M*K word vector              
matrix, which represents the association (or relevance) weights of each word to each             
topic. S is a K*K diagonal matrix, in which K can be understood as the number of                 
topics. D is a K*N document vector matrix that represents the association (or             
relevance) weights of each topic to each document in the corpus. Figure 14 illustrates              
the decomposition. 
 

 
Figure 14. SVD decomposition process 

 
Through the LSI model, a set of mathematically orthogonal topics can be found. A              
document can be represented as a set of weights over different topics. Within each              
topic, the vocabulary can also be sorted according to their relevance weight in the              
topic, thus visualizing the latent semantic information of the document.  
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However, one weakness of LSI is that the computation cost of SVD is very high, and                
also when new documents are coming, the model needs to be updated and re-trained,              
which can consume a lot of system resources. 
 
On top of LSI model, Hofmann et al. [55] proposed a probabilistic generative model,              
called PLSA. The difference between LSI and PLSA is that PLSA introduces the             
concept of probability, which simulates the generation of feature words in the corpus.             
Furthermore, PLSA model defines the concept of “hidden topic”. “Topic” is a latent             
trend of words in the generative process.  
 
Using a graphical plate model [76] to describe PLSA as in Figure 15 is convenient. A                
probabilistic graphical model is diagram that represents statistical dependency         
relationships between variables as a directed graph. In Figure 15, the shadow nodes             
represent observable variables, white node represents latent variables. A box          
represents that its internal structure will be repeatedly sampled, and the subscript in             
the lower right corner indicates the number of repetitions. The arrows between            
variables indicate the probability dependency.  

 
Figure 15. PLSA model 

 
Here d represents a document, z denotes a topic index of a particular word to be                
generated into the document, w denotes the vocabulary index of the generated word,             
and N is the number of words in document d. M represents the number of documents                
in the corpus. The PLSA model contains two kinds of conditional probability            
distributions, namely, the document-topic distribution p(z|d) and the topic-word         
distribution p(w|z). Through these two distributions, PLSA can generate all the           
documents in the corpus.  
 
The core problem of PLSA model is to solve two distributions p(z|d) and p(w|z). In               
Hofmann’s paper, the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm was used to find           
values for these unknown distributions that best fit the observed document content            
according to a maximum likelihood criterion. 
 
However, although PLSA is a probabilistic generative model for the set of training             
documents, it is not a complete generative model for new documents not seen in the               
training phase. This is because p(z|d) are directly estimated from the data as model              
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parameters separately for each training documents, and no general model is learned            
about p(z|d) over the documents. 
 
PLSA uses the training set to fit the p(z|d) distributions, whereas for documents             
outside the training set, these distribution cannot be directly applied. Moreover,           
although PLSA fits a common set of p(w|z) distributions to all documents, it fits a               
separate p(z|d) distribution with its own parameters to each training document, which            
may lead to an overfitting problem. In other words, PLSA model does not good at               
predicting new documents.  

3.3.2 LDA 

On top of PLSA, Blei [56] proposed Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) in 2003,             
which is a three layer “document-topic-word” Bayesian generative model. The          
generation process of LDA is similar to PLSA model, and the only difference is that               
LDA model considers the parameter θ (document-topic distribution) and φ          
(topic-word distribution) also as variables, adding a Dirichlet prior to each of them.             
The choice of Dirichlet distribution as a priori distribution of θ and φ is because               
Dirichlet distributions and multinomial distributions are conjugate so that it can be            
convenient for model computation.  
 
LDA is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm that can be used to identify topic              
information in a large document corpus. Like LSI and PLSA, the LDA model is based               
on a model of a document as a bag of words, ignoring the order of any sentences or                  
words. That is, LSI, PLSA, and LDA all use a bag of words model to convert each                 
document to a word frequency vector so that the text information can be transformed              
into counts of words, which is easier for a computer to analyze.  
 
Figure 16 shows the graphical plate model representation of LDA. Here w represents             
a word in the document, z is the topic assignment for w. θ is the topic distribution of                  
the document. α is the Dirichlet-prior parameter of the per-document topic           
distribution. φ is the word distribution for topic z. β is the Dirichlet-prior parameter of               
the per-topic word distribution. N is the number of words in the document, while K is                
the total number of topics and M is the number of documents in the corpus. 
 

 
Figure 16. LDA model 
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The generative process of LDA model is as following: 

 
Suppose there are two bottles of dice. The first bottle represents the generation of              
topic distributions for documents and it has a lot of document-topic dice inside. The              
second bottle represents the generation of words from topics and it has a lot of               
topic-word dice inside. A document-topic die has K sides, every side represents one             
topic. A topic-word die has V sides, every side represents one word in the corpus               
dictionary. The dice are loaded so that the probabilities of different sides are             
nonuniform and are different in each die. 
First, randomly select K topic-word dice from the second bottle, and then: 

1. For each document in the corpus: 
      Randomly select a document-topic die from the first bottle 

2. For each word in the current document: 
First, throw the document-topic die to get a topic index z; Then, choose             
the z:th topic-word die from the K topic-word dice and throw it to get a               
word index w. 

 
 
The difference between PLSA and LDA is that, in PLSA, the document-to-topic            
distributions and the topic-to-word distributions are fitted to specific values for           
training data. However, in LDA, the topic-to-word distribution and document-to-topic          
distribution are samples from the respective two Dirichlet-prior distributions, and new           
documents can get new samples of document-to-topic distributions, and moreover a           
full posterior distribution can be computed for the parameters. In other words, LDA is              
a Bayesian version of PLSA model. 
 
Similarly, the core problem of LDA model is to find well-fitting document-topic            
distributions θ and topic-word distributions φ, or more generally their posterior           
distributions. Currently, there are two kinds of methods to infer θ and φ, which are the                
variational-based method and sampling-based method [77]. The sampling algorithm         
constructs an empirical distribution to approximate the posterior distribution after          
collecting the document samples. The most popular sampling algorithm for topic           
modeling is Gibbs sampling [78]. 
 
In contrast to the sampling-based method that approximates the target distribution (θ            
and φ) based on document samples, the variational-based method proposes a           
simplified functional form of a probability distribution to approximate the real           
posterior distribution and then optimizes the parameters of the functional form to            
represent most of the probability mass of the posterior distribution. The problem is             
then transformed into an optimization problem. In Blei’s paper, the combined method            
of variational inference and EM algorithm are used to infer the parameters of LDA              
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model. Similar algorithms include Hoffman’s Online variational inference [79]. In          
this thesis, the “ldamodel” module in the Gensim Library is used as a tool to solve                18

the LDA model, which implements Hoffman’s algorithm in Python. 

3.3.3 Clustering Keyphrases Based on LDA Model 

As previously explained, LDA can be used as a clustering algorithm for words, while              
the topics can be considered as product features. This thesis uses the LDA model,              
regarding each keyphrase as a document and then applying LDA to model the text.  
 
The keyphrases in this thesis are in the form of <feature, modifier, opinion>. Thus, it               
can be seen that each keyphrase contains one and only one product feature. Therefore,              
by applying LDA model, each keyphrase will be mapped into different product            
feature categories. The entire clustering process is shown in Figure 17.  
 

 
Figure 17. Clustering process 

 
There are several problems need to be solved before the clustering process. First, the              
determination of K. K is the number of topics as well as the number of clusters. In this                  
thesis, K is determined by experiment as will be described in Chapter 4. 
 
The second problem is the determination of Dirichlet-prior parameters α and β. More             
specifically, α affects the extent to which topics differ between documents. A larger α              
value usually means every document in the corpus contains most of the topics from              
the topic set, which will lead to documents being more similar regarding what topics              
they contain. β affects the extent to which words differ between topics. Similarly, a              
larger β value usually means every topic contains most of the words in the dictionary,               
which will lead to topics being more similar regarding what words they contain. A              
heuristic method found that a good model usually has α=50/K, β=0.01, which is             
proposed by Gregor Heinrich [80] in his paper Parameter estimation for text analysis .  
 

18 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/  
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After setting the above mentioned hyperparameters of the LDA model, the keyphrases            
are ready to be clustered. Regarding all the keyphrases as the corpus, a corpus              
dictionary can be constructed. Every keyphrase is regarded as a document and is             
transformed into a vector. Passing the vectors into LDA model as input and train the               
model. Finally, LDA will return two important distributions, namely θ and φ, which             
are document topic multinomial distribution and topic word multinomial distribution          
respectively.  
 
θ is a M*K matrix，and each row corresponds to a document from the corpus, θ mk               

represents the possibility of a topic k in document m. φ is a K*N matrix in which each                  
row corresponds to a topic in the topic set. φ kn represents the probability of word n in                 
topic k. Figure 18 illustrates the notation.  

  
Figure 18. Matrix presentation of θ and φ 

 
The detailed flow chart of the LDA based clustering process is shown in Figure 19.               
After getting θ, keyphrases can be clustered. Each document is a row in θ which               
contains the probabilities of different topics in the document. Then, select the topic             
with the highest probability as the representative topic of the current document, and             
classify all the keyphrases according to their representative topics.  
 
More specifically, for a document m, the document-to-topic multinomial distribution          
assigned to m is θm, for example which may equal to [0.8, 0.05, 0.1, 0, 0, 0.05]. The                  
total number of elements in the list is K, and in the example case K=6. All the                 
elements should sum up to 1. In this case, the first topic has the highest probability,                
so the document will be clustered into cluster 1.  
 
However, when K has a large value, it is possible that some topic clusters do not have                 
any keyphrases in them. This is because not all the topics have the chance to be the                 
representative topic of the keyphrases. 
 
In this thesis, each triplet <feature, modifier, opinion> is regarded as a document, and              
each word in the document is treated separately as vocabulary-word. For example,            
<”picture quality”, “not”, “good”> contains 4 occurrences of vocabulary-words,         
which are “picture”, “quality”, “not”, “good”.  
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As mentioned in the previous section, topics can be considered as product features, so              
the final results are the keyphrases clustered based on product features.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 19. LDA clustering process flow chart 

3.3.4 Keyphrase Ranking 

There could be tens of hundreds of keyphrases in one cluster, and if customers want to                
have an integral understanding of each cluster, they still need to browse all the              
keyphrases in each cluster, which will cost a lot of time. In addition, it is difficult to                 
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display all the keyphrases, especially on a small screen platform like mobile phone.             
One way to solve this problem is to summarize the clusters by automatically             
generating a semantic tag for each keyphrase cluster.  
 
In this thesis, a sorting process is applied for the summarization of clusters. By              
selecting the most representative keyphrases as the tags of clusters, the efficiency of             
user obtaining product information is effectively improved. 
 
The most important goal of this chapter is to select the most representative keyphrases              
to be the tag of the clusters, and the selected representative keyphrases should cover              
well the content of the corresponding clusters. The problem is formalized as follows:             
By keyphrase clustering process a set of clusters is obtained, which is V =              
{v1,v2,v3,v4…,vK}. Each cluster v contains a set of keyphrases v = {p1,p2,p3,...,pn}, n is              
the number of keyphrases in the cluster. Each keyphrase can be regarded as a set of                
words. The goal of this chapter is to extract one best representative keyphrase pt to be                
the tag of cluster v, and p t ∈ v. 
 
How to sort the keyphrases by their representativeness or importance is a crucial             
problem to be solved in this chapter. This thesis presents two different methods to              
measure the importance of keyphrases, and then applies them in the ranking process.             
The methods include LDA-TFIDF and LDA-MT, which will be explained in the next             
section.  

3.3.4.1 LDA-TFIDF 

LDA-TFIDF is an algorithm that combines the LDA model with TF-IDF score.            
TF-IDF is a popular method for evaluating the importance of a word in a document.               
TF is the Term Frequency, which is based on the number of times a word appears in a                  
document. IDF is the Inverse Document Frequency, which is based on the number of              
a word appears in different documents. TF-IDF is a statistical method, and its basic              
concept is that the importance of a word to a document is proportional to the               
frequency that it appears in the current document, and is the inverse proportion to the               
frequency that it appears in all documents. Taking camera reviews as an example,             
words like “it”, “the” have a high frequency in all review sentences, so their ability to                
distinguish topics is feeble. On the contrary, words like “Screen”, “photo” only appear             
in some sentences, which means these words have a higher probability to be topic              
words.  
 
In the following ti denotes a term, and dj represents a document. The term frequency               
TF (ti, dj) shows the frequency of ti appearing in d, document frequency DF (ti)               
represents the logarithm of the frequency that ti appears in all documents. IDF is the               
reciprocal of DF. TF-IDF is the product of term frequency and inverse document             
frequency. The calculation formulas are shown below, where represents the        n

t d
i, j
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number of times that ti appears in document dj, |D| represents the total number of               
documents in the corpus, and |{j: ti € dj}| represents the number of documents that               
contain ti.  
 

                                         TF (ti, dj) =                           (3-1)
n

t d
i, j

∑
 

t ∈d
k j

n
t d
k, j

 

 

                                   DF(ti) =                             (3-2)ogl |D|
|{j: t ∈d }|

i j  
 

                                            IDF(ti) =                               (3-3)1
DF (t )

i

 

 
                                TF-IDF(ti, dj) = TF (ti, dj) * IDF(ti)                      (3-4) 

 
Since different clusters should describe different topics, and keyphrases in the same            
cluster should have the similar topics, this thesis takes each cluster as a document            v     
and regards all the clusters V as a corpus. For each keyphrase, first calculate the               
TF-IDF score for each word it contains, taking into account that longer keyphrase             
should have more information, the TF-IDF score of the whole keyphrase is the sum of               
the TF-IDF score of the words it contains.  
 
Using to represent keyphrases, denotes the words in , represents the  p       w

i
     p  sw

i
   

TF-IDF score of , and the TF-IDF score of , which is , are calculated as:  w
i

 p sp 
 

                                      =                          (3-5) sp ∑
 

w ∈p
i  

sw
i

 

Where 

                                   = TF-IDF( , )                           (3-6)sw
i

  w
i

 v  

 
The representative tag of , which is denoted as , is selected according to the     v      p

t
      

following equation: 
 

                                           =                     (3-7) p
t

sargmax
p ∈v    

p 
 

 
For each cluster, select the representative keyphrase based on the above formula, and             
finally get K-representative keyphrases. 
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3.3.4.2 LDA Max Topic (LDA-MT) 

Unlike the LDA-TFIDF method, the LDA-MT method does not use TF-IDF score as             
the criterion, but rather a topic relevance score as the standard to rank the keyphrase.               
The topic relevance score is calculated according to another important output from            
LDA model, which is the topic-word distribution . is a K*N matrix that        ϕ   ϕ       
describes the probability of each word to occur in each topic. For example,              ϕ

kn
 

represents the probability for the nth word in the dictionary to occur in topic k.  
 
The basic concept of LDA-MT is that for a keyphrase in cluster , if the topic of          p    v      
each word contained in is more relevant to the topic of the whole cluster , then    p            v   p  
should have stronger ability to describe . In this situation, should have a higher      v     p      
topic relevance score. Also, considering that longer keyphrase should contain more           
information, the final score of should be the sum of the words’ topic relevance     p           
score.  
 
The formula for calculating the topic relevance score of is as follows, in which         p       z  
represents the topic of cluster .v   
 

                                  =                                 (3-8) sp ∑
 

w ∈p
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                                  =                                    (3-9)sw
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Similarly, the representative tag  is selected according to the following formula:p

t
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4. Evaluation 

This chapter aims at evaluating the keyphrase extraction system which is described in             
the previous chapter, and compares the results obtained by two different algorithms            
LDA-TFIDF and LDA-MT. To evaluate the automatic extraction result, a manual           
extraction process is applied in advance as will be described in Section 4.3. The              
evaluation results prove the feasibility and effectiveness of the automatic extraction           
system proposed in this thesis. 

4.1 Data Set 

The experiment data are reviews of two camera products Kodak PIXPRO AZ251 and             
Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-RX100 crawled from the Amazon website, and each product           
has 70-100 reviews. All reviews are stored in the local database.  

4.2 Evaluation  Criteria 

The evaluation of the keyphrase extraction system is an evaluation of a natural             
language understanding system. However, the problem is that natural language is           
difficult to transform into structured information. Moreover, understanding of natural          
language is a subjective reflection made by the human brain, which means that             
different people can have a different understanding of the same text. Therefore, it is              
difficult to create objective criteria to evaluate a natural language understanding           
system.  
 
However, this thesis employs Precision to evaluate the proposed keyphrase extraction           
system, which is commonly used in natural language processing. The calculation           
formula of Precision is:  
 

         =     (4-1)recision  P
Number of  extracted keyphrases

Number of  correctly extracted keyphrases  
 
In the above equation, the number of correctly extracted keyphrases is computed by             
comparing extracted keyphrases to the manually extracted keyphrases, in a similar           
evaluation system as done by Turney [81]. The detailed criteria are to go over each               
extracted keyphrase and score it as follows: 1) if the keyphrase extracted by the              
system exactly matches one of the manually extracted keyphrases in words, then the             
number of correct keyphrases is increased by 1; 2) If the keyphrase extracted by the               
system best matches some keyphrase in the manual result so that they do not exactly               
match in words, but they have very close meaning as manually judged by the author               
of this thesis, for example, “great picture quality” and “perfect image”, then the             
number of correct keyphrases is increased by 0.7; 3) Otherwise the number of             
correctly extracted keyphrases is not increased. 
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4.3 Result Analysis 

Kodak PIXPRO AZ251 has 78 reviews in total, and Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-RX100            
has 97 reviews in total. First, manual extraction will be applied to both datasets. The               
basic manual extraction principle is to extract only explicit features with their opinion             
words, and the keyphrases that are semantically similar will be merged. Next, all             
reviews are passed into the review extraction system, and the extraction results are             
compared to the manual results as described in the previous section; the closer the              
results are to the manual results according to the precision measure, the more accurate              
the extraction system is considered to be.  
 
For Kodak PIXPRO AZ251, the relationship between system precision and the           
number of extracted topics K is shown in Figure 20: 

 
Figure 20. Result of Kodak PIXPRO AZ251 

 
For Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-RX100, the relationship between system precision and the           
topic number k is shown in Figure 21: 
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Figure 21. Result of Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-RX100 

 
By observing the above two line charts, it can be seen that when K is smaller, the                 
system has higher precision, and with the increase of K, the system precision is              
gradually reduced. Such trend is understandable because a large K indicates that the             
system will extract more keyphrases, then the probability of erroneously extracted           
keyphrases will also increase. However, in practice, it is pointless to let K take either               
a too small or a too large value. When K is too small, the system can only extract a                   
few keyphrases, so that customers can not get a comprehensive understanding of the             
product; When K is too large, the precision of the system is greatly reduced, and a                
large number of faulty keyphrases will also interfere with the customers. 
 
For Kodak PIXPRO AZ251, it is found that when K=10, LDA-TFIDF algorithm            
obtains higher precision, and LDA-MT algorithm obtains a higher precision when           
K=7. Overall, the average precision of LDA-TFIDF algorithm is better than LDA-MT 
algorithm although there is a lot of variability and the difference may not be              
statistically significant.  
 
For Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-RX100, it is found that when K=15, the LDA-TFIDF            
algorithm obtains higher precision, while LDA-MT algorithm obtains higher precision          
in K=8. Overall, LDA-MT algorithm is superior to LDA-TFIDF algorithm when K is             
between 5-10, and when K is between 10-20, both algorithms have advantages and             
disadvantages; these results again show much variability and more tests would be            
needed to establish statistical significance of the differences. 
 
Combining the results of two camera products, it is found that the average precision              
of LDA-MT algorithm seems to be inferior to the LDA-TFIDF algorithm for larger             
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values of K. One possible reason is that when K has larger value, the system will have                 
more clusters. The LDA-MT algorithm chooses the overall highest-probability topic          
as the topic of the document, and then the keyphrases are sorted according to the sum                
of the contribution of each word to that corresponding topic. When there are many              
topics, each word has a higher probability of being assigned to a wrong topic if the                
overall highest-probability topic of the keyphrase is not suitable to that individual            
word, which resulting in a lower overall accuracy. Instead of being based on topic              
contribution, the LDA-TFIDF algorithm is based on the TFIDF score of the words,             
thus with higher K value it still works well.  
 
Table 2 shows some example keyphrases extracted from the two camera products by 
the proposed system. 
 

Product Name LDA-TFIDF LDA-MT 

Kodak PIXPRO 
AZ251 

Easy to use 
Flash work wonderfully 
Disappoint purchase 
Picture quality excellent 
Seller horrible 
Lens cap loose 
Low light level photo 
terrible 
 

Seller unhelpful 
Flash work 
wonderfully 
Low light level photo 
terrible 
Battery die quickly 
Right price 

Sony Cyber-Shot 
DSC-RX100 

Battery drain quick 
Menu not intuitive 
Image quality good 
4k video sharp 
User interface not 
user-friendly 
20 fp rate amaze 
Quality not acceptable 
 

Camera size perfect 
User interface not 
user-friendly 
4k video sharp 
Battery life disappoint 
Image quality good 
Small menu option 
complicate 

Table 2. Extraction result examples 
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5. Implementation of the Keyphrase Extraction System 

On top of the knowledge from the previous chapters, an automatic keyword extraction             
system is designed and implemented in this thesis. This system includes a crawler             
module, an extraction module and a web interface module. The system architecture is             
shown in Figure 22.  
 

 
 

Figure 22. System architecture 
 
The crawler module, as well as the extraction module, are written in Python. The web               
interface module is implemented with HTML, javascript, and node.js. 

5.1 Crawler Module 

The main task of crawler module is to crawl Amazon reviews. The module is              
implemented based on Scrapy , a Python crawler library. By analyzing the DOM            19

structure of product review page, the review related information can be extracted.            
Figure 23 shows the DOM structure of a typical review page, where red boxes are the                
contents that should be crawled.  
 

 
 

19 https://scrapy.org/  
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Figure 23. The DOM structure of Amazon review page 

 
The local database has two collections，one is the product collection，the other is the             
review collection. The structure of the product collection is shown in Table 3, and the               
structure of the review collection is shown in Table 4. 
 

Key Type Description 

_id Object Product unique id 
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asin String Amazon product unique id 

title String Product title 

url String Product page url 

rate Double The overall rating of the product 

scrap_date Date The date that the product is crawled 

num_of_ops Int32 The total number of reviews of the 
product 

 
Table 3. The dictionary of the product collection 

 

Key Type Description 

_id Object Review unique id 

author String Review author 

title String Review title 

item Object Product id 

rate Double Review rating 

date Date Review date 

opinion String Review content 

 
Table 4. The dictionary of the review collection 

5.2 Extraction Module 

The extraction module is the most important module of the whole system. The module              
is responsible for processing and analyzing reviews, and returning the final results to             
the web interface.  The processing  flow  of  the module is  shown in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24. Processing flow of the keyphrase extraction system 
 
For each cluster, the candidate keyphrase that has the highest score will be returned. 
 
5.3 Web Interface Module 

This module is a simple website, created mainly to facilitate users to query for the               
product, as well as  display the results.  The processing flow is shown in Figure 25.  
 

 
Figure 25. Processing flow of the web interface module 

 
Figure 26  shows the interface of the website. 
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   Figure 26. Website interface 
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6. Conclusion 

With the rapid development of the internet, the total amount of web information is              
exploding. Therefore, an efficient and accurate information processing tool is strongly           
needed. Most of the online data are stored as text, attracting a lot of research focusing                
on natural language processing. E-business websites such as Amazon can produce           
thousands of reviews every minute, and these reviews contain abundant information           
so that they have a very high research value, which has made review mining become               
one of the most popular research topics in recent years.  
 
In this thesis, reviews from Amazon, one of the world's largest e-commerce            
companies, are selected as the research domain. This thesis first implements a Python             
web crawler to crawl the target pages. By analyzing the DOM structure of Amazon              
review page, the crawler is designed only to extract the review related information,             
and then store the reviews into a local Mongo database.  
 
After reviewing different studies about review mining, this thesis proposes and           
implements an automatic keyphrase extraction system. The system completes the task           
in four steps. Firstly, the reviews are preprocessed, including POS tagging,           
lemmatization, cleaning, and segmentation. Secondly, the features and opinions are          
extracted. This thesis adopts a similar method as the one described in Feng’s [45]              
paper, which uses several predefined dependency rules to extract the feature and            
opinion words. This thesis defines three different extraction rules by observing           
Amazon camera reviews. More specifically, the review sentences are passed into the            
Spacy Dependency parser to get the dependency relations between each word, and if             
the relation conforms to the rules, the related words will be extracted. The extracted              
words will then be added into the candidate list in the form of <feature, modifier,               
opinion>. 
 
Thirdly, since this thesis aims to extract semantically independent keyphrases, it is            
necessary to further process the candidates. One way to solve the problem is by              
clustering the candidates. The concept is that similar candidates will be grouped, so             
that each cluster can provide a semantically independent keyphrase. However, simple           
clustering methods such as string matching have certain limitations, for example,           
“cost” and “price” refer to the same object, but they cannot be grouped together              
according to string matching. Therefore, this thesis chooses an advanced text           
clustering method, which is the LDA model, a prevalent generative model for            
documents applicable to text clustering.  
 
The LDA model is a three-layer Bayesian model from document to word, and the              
middle layer is a hidden topic layer, which describes the latent semantic information             
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of the document. That is to say, the LDA model can recognize hidden semantics of               
the text. In addition, it has already been confirmed that the topics can be regarded as                
product features [53]. Therefore, the LDA model has a lot advantages in feature             
clustering. 
 
Finally, after getting several clusters from the LDA model, this thesis applies two             
ranking algorithms to sort the candidates in each clusters. The candidates with the             
highest score in each cluster will be chosen as the representative keyphrases forming             
the final keyphrase list. The algorithms are LDA-TFIDF and LDA-MT respectively.           
The concept of the LDA-TFIDF algorithm is to treat each keyphrase cluster as a              
document. Words that constantly repeat in the same document, while rarely appear in             
other documents have a higher probability of becoming the keywords in the current             
document (cluster). For each keyphrase in the cluster, the score is the sum of the               
TFIDF scores of the words it contains, and the keyphrase with the highest score              
becomes the representative keyphrase which will be displayed on the system page.            
Differently, the concept of the LDA-MT algorithm is, for each keyphrase in the             
cluster, if the words it contains have a greater contribution to the topic of the cluster,                
then the keyphrase is considered to have stronger ability to represent the current             
cluster. Similarly, the keyphrase with the highest score will be selected as the             
representative keyphrase. 
 
In order to prove the validity of the automatic keyphrase extraction system, the results              
of the two algorithms are analyzed and compared against a manual extraction result in              
a preliminary small scale study. The experimental results show that both algorithms            
achieve relatively high accuracy, in which the performance of LDA-TFIDF is better            
than LDA-MT when the number of clusters is more than 10. When the number of               
clusters is in the middle range, that is, 5<=K<=15, the average accuracy of both              
algorithms is higher than 0.5, for a system with unsupervised learning algorithms, the             
accuracy is already very good.  
 
However, although the automatic keyphrase system is implemented in this thesis,           
there are still many deficiencies in the whole process.  
 
Firstly, the Python crawler implemented in this thesis is not very efficient, because it              
is not completely automatic and it needs an input target URL to start the crawling               
process. In future development, the crawler can be optimized so that it can             
automatically identify and iterate through the review pages. 
 
Secondly, this thesis only takes camera reviews as the analysis object. However, for             
other products such as clothing and food, people may use different expressions in the              
comments, and the proposed dependency rules may not work. In future work, a more              
massive corpus that consists of different kinds of product reviews can be collected             
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and analyzed, in order to create more comprehensive rules to improve the system             
accuracy.  
 
Finally, the system is currently implemented by serial processing because the total            
amount of reviews is not very large. In future work, it is likely to process a huge                 
amount of reviews, serial processing is not suitable anymore. In such situation, the             
system can be improved to make use of parallel processing to improve the processing              
speed.  
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